Former research has proved that the design knowledge involved in the conceptual design stage has multiple attributes/ perspectives, which can be further abstracted into the concepts with different abstract/granularity levels, from coarse to fine. Based on this, we believe that it is necessary to use multiple attributes to describe design knowledge during the knowledge retrieval process. Firstly, an attribute ontology with multi-perspective and multi-granularity is built in the new retrieval model. Therefore, the knowledge documents can be abstracted by the concepts of the ontology. Based on the correlation of the concepts, the clustering theory is introduced into the new model to cluster knowledge documents, and the combined keyword concepts of the clusters are generated as well. The keyword concepts of the clusters, rather than the keyword concepts of documents, are used as the index of the retrieval. During the knowledge matching process, the keywords and their semantic extension of design problems are extracted, and the similarity between the abstract descriptions of the knowledge clusters and design problems is calculated, so the best cluster can be found by the calculated results. Based on the granularity levels of the keywords (concepts) the design problems, finally the documents in the selected cluster are ranked in the order of granularity levels. The selected document by the model is that with the highest relevance and most suitable granularity level about the design problem. In the last section of the paper, we used a simple real case to evaluate the new model, and also develop the scheme of the whole design knowledge retrieval system for the future work.
Introduction
Knowledge plays an important role in the product innovative design process. Sufficient knowledge resource is the critical to prompt the innovation designs in modern companies. 1 Since the conceptual design stage determines most of the innovation elements of new products, if product designers can efficiently acquire the relevant knowledge during the conceptual design stage, the innovation levels of the designed products will have significant improvements. 2 More importantly, the knowledge retrieval system of the conceptual design process should inspire the designers in the design thinking to generate innovative solutions from various aspects, such as customer needs, product functions, product structures, abstract principles, etc. 3 Therefore, the key issue in the knowledge-based conceptual design stage is to discover the multi-perspective correlation between design problems and existing knowledge.
In order to solve this issue, it is very necessary to study the design knowledge from multiple perspectives and build its multi-perspective correlation. Clearer and more comprehensive knowledge correlation can efficiently help the designers to realize the knowledge transfer 4 and knowledge recombination. 5 Up to now, many methods (or models) have been developed to support the product conceptual innovative design, such as the theory of inventive problems solving (TRIZ), 6 the function-behaviour-structure model, 7 and the axiomatic design method. 8 Based on these methods, many design knowledge perspectives can be extracted, such as function, 9 behaviour-flow, 10 physical effects, 11 inventive principles, 12 technical principles, 13 etc.
Most of the commercial computer-aided innovation (CAI) systems, such as Goldfire, 14 CREAX Innovator Suite, 15 and Pro/Innovator, 16 can only support the function-based 17 knowledge retrieval (only correlate the knowledge from function perspective); therefore, they can only retrieve the relevant knowledge when the designers obtain the functional attribute of the design problems. This situation hinders the stimulation of innovative thinking. More recently, some researchers 18, 19 have made some improvements on the knowledge retrieval model by introducing both the function-based and TRIZ-based knowledge retrieval methods into the CAI systems. Compared with the single function-perspective-based system, both Zhen et al. 18 and Jianwei et al. 19 have verified that the improved systems (with two perspectives) can retrieve more relevant knowledge to support the innovation conceptual design. However, the improved system still has the limitation that it can only retrieve the relevant knowledge based on defined functional attribute or TRIZ principle attribute. If the designers need solve innovative design problems from the effect knowledge perspective or behaviour knowledge perspective, the improved systems may provide the designers the inappropriate/inaccurate functionbased knowledge or TRIZ principle-based knowledge. Due to the shortcomings of these existing retrieval models, we believe that the new knowledge retrieval system should include more perspectives to represent the knowledge and its correlation.
As mentioned above, another important issue of design knowledge retrieval is how to realize the multi-perspective correlation of design knowledge, also the correlation between design problems and existing knowledge. Ontology is a common method to build the correlation of general knowledge; therefore, we believe that ontology should be also a promising method for the correlation of design knowledge. In recent years, some researchers have applied the granularity theory in the general knowledge retrieval model. [20] [21] [22] This application is still in the infant stage, but these existing works can provide a useful guide for the application of ontology on design knowledge retrieval. Ontology is a method to describe the entities by a set of representational terms, 23 and it is a specification of a conceptualization of the entities/ subjects. 24 Ontology can correlate the entities by means of the semantic correlation of the defined concepts. Ontology-based knowledge correlation models normally include two main aspects, one is the abstraction of knowledge (conceptualization process), and the other is the correlation of knowledge. However, most existing ontology-based methods [25] [26] [27] for design knowledge retrieval only focused on the correlation of concrete knowledge, such as customer needs, product components, etc., and researchers paid limited attention on the correlation of the concepts of design knowledge for the conceptual design stage.
Granularity is a common way to represent and measure the abstract degree of knowledge, 28 and it is also a easy way to represent the levels of the concepts extracted from design problems. Well-trained designers often solve problems from a coarse granularity level to a fine granularity level. 29, 30 Moreover, knowledge granularity is considered as the foundation to realize knowledge transferring and knowledge reuse. 31 Up to now, only a very few of researchers have attempted to abstract the design knowledge based on the granularity theory. Both Longfan et al. 32 and Guangrui et al. 33 built a granular computing model to retrieve the knowledge with different abstract levels, and verified that granularity theory could efficiently help the designers in the conceptual innovation design process. On the other hand, the existing commercial CAI systems aforementioned have no relevant function/model to conceptualizing design knowledge according to the granularity levels. Therefore, there is still much work to be done on the granularity-based design knowledge conceptualization.
As analysed above, the design knowledge retrieval model with multi-perspective and multi-granularity should has a capability to retrieve high-quality knowledge (with high inspiration for innovation) to solve the design problems; but on the other hand, there has been a trend that the conceptual innovation design of modern products involves more and more knowledge recently (in quantity aspect), so how to organize a huge amount of design knowledge is also very important. Clustering theory should be a potential solution to this problem. Clustering can assign labels to largescale unlabelled data and classify them into different groups or subsets such that the data in each group share some similarity. 34 So clustering can indirectly reduce the management and computing scale of data. In recent years, clustering theory has been introduced into the knowledge retrieval. [35] [36] [37] [38] Particularly, for the knowledge-based conceptual product design, some scholars [39] [40] [41] revealed that clustering can help the designers to accurately retrieve sufficient relevant design knowledge from a large amount of existing knowledge, consequently expanding (from quantity aspect) the operation space for the knowledge transferring and recombination.
From the above analysis on the knowledge requirements of the conceptual design process, this paper proposed a new design knowledge retrieval model based on the granularity theory and clustering theory. The model derives from the conceptualization and correlation of design knowledge, and it provides a practicable approach to retrieve design knowledge. Meanwhile, the model integrates the advantage of clustering on knowledge's classification, so the designer can search much broader range of relevant knowledge during the problem-solving process. Based on the theories of multiple perspective, clustering and granularity, a new knowledge matching method was proposed in this model. An attribute ontology was built from the extracted multiple attributes (i.e. corresponding perspectives) of design knowledge and the different granularity levels of these attributes. The ontology works as the semantic basis for the following clustering process and matching process. The model selects the most relevant knowledge cluster (with multiple attributes) in the first step of the matching process. Next, the knowledge documents in the selected cluster are ranked according to their granularity levels. Finally, the model provides the designers the knowledge document with the most relevance and suitable granularity level about the design problems. In the last section of this paper, a case study was carried out to validate the feasibility and performance of the new developed model, and the final results showed that the model can efficiently help the designers to retrieve more relevant knowledge which has the multiple correlation with the design problem, and can also fulfil the designers' requirement on the knowledge with the suitable granularity levels.
Overall scheme of new design knowledge retrieval model
The schematic diagram of the new granularity-and clustering-based knowledge retrieval model for innovative conceptual design is shown in Figure 1 . The main part of the model is an 'attribute ontology-clustering index-knowledge resource' three-layer mapping structure, which is used to represent various design knowledge. Based on the attributes extracted from design knowledge and the granularity levels of attributes, we set up an attribute ontology, which can provide the common understanding on innovation design. Meanwhile, the WordNet semantically extends the attribute ontology into the semantic space. The knowledge resource layer consists of knowledge documents, which are mainly from local archives and the Internet, and saved beforehand in the database by some standard formats. It is worth pointing out that the knowledge documents can be considered as a hidden input of the model, but the processing (searching, processing, and saving) of these documents has been finished before the practical retrieval process of the designers; therefore, this input is not a real 'dynamic' input of the new retrieval model. These documents are abstracted by the conceptual terminologies in the semantic space, and we call these the conceptual terminologies as keyword concepts. The model also allows the knowledge in the knowledge resource layer to be clustered into different clusters, and consequently the semantic space generates the features for the different knowledge clusters. The features for clustering can function as the clustering index in the knowledge matching process.
The diagram of knowledge matching is in the bottom section of Figure 1 . The design problems, as the real input of the model, are semantically analysed by the conceptual terminologies in the semantic space, then their keyword-extension sets are generated. Next, the model properly matches the knowledge clusters with design problems based on the calculated semantic similarity between them. Finally, the knowledge documents in the cluster, which has the highest similarity level, are ranked based on their granularity levels, and they are returned to the designers to support the design problem solving.
It can be seen that the building of ontology with granularity hierarchy and the generation of keyword concepts and clustering index are two critical elements in the new knowledge retrieve model. Based on these two elements, the matching between the design problems and knowledge becomes more straightforward. The details of the new model and the involved techniques will be specified in the following sections.
Two critical elements in the design knowledge retrieval model Attribute ontology
As mentioned above, ontology is a very comprehensive technique to represent design knowledge, and it can efficiently correlate design knowledge from multiple perspectives and interpret the abstract (conceptual) levels of the design knowledge as well. Ontology defines the concepts, terminologies, and relations of design knowledge, so it is the semantic basis of knowledge organization and retrieval. In this paper, a quadruple ontology Ont ¼ ontC ontA ontR f ontHg is defined. C refers to the concepts extracted from design knowledge. A denotes the attributes (perspectives) (in this paper, they are derived (extracted) from the summary of our group's previous research about knowledge representation for innovative design 32 ), including TRIZ principle, function, behaviour-flow, effect, and domain (we consider that these five attributes represent five main perspectives). R denotes the relations between the attributes, such as 'is-a', 'instance-of', 'sub-class-of', 'kind-of', etc., and H refers to the granularity hierarchy of the ontology.
1. Granularity hierarchy of the attributes: From Figure 2 , we can see that the ontology in this model starts from the five attributes (perspective), which are the coarsest concepts and also in top granularity level of the hierarchical tree. All five top concepts have secondary concepts, which can be further divided into finer granularity concepts. For example, the secondary concepts of the TRIZ principle include inventive principle, standard principle, and technical principle. Moreover, the inventive principle is divided into 40 inventive principles, the standard principle is divided into 76 standard solutions, and technical principle is divided into 11 technology evolution principles; additionally, all of the 127 principles can be further divided into detailed concept descriptions with the finest granularity. Figure 3 , the attributes relating to function include the behaviour-flow and effect, which realize this function, and the domain that the functional entity of this function belongs to. The attributes relating to TRIZ principle include the domain that the knowledge entity of this TRIZ principle belongs to, and the effect implementing this TRIZ principle. The attributes relating to behaviour-flow include the function realized by this behaviour process, and the TRIZ principle knowledge and domain information involved in this behaviour. The attributes relating to effect include the function that realizes this effect, and the corresponding behaviour-flow knowledge and domain information involved in this effect. Finally, relational terms, such as 'referring_', 'achieved_', '_input/output', etc., are used to describe the semantic relationships among these attributes. The configuration of the semantic relationships of the ontology can be illustrated by the Ontology Web Language (OWL) and is shown in Figure 3 .
Relations between different attributes: As shown in

Build the keyword concept set of document and the index of cluster
The new knowledge retrieval model applies the clustering method from Huifeng et al. 42 to cluster a large group of knowledge documents. Prior to the clustering processing, the keyword concept set (KCS) of each knowledge document is generated, and each knowledge document includes a group of keywords. It is worth pointing out that the generation of KCS is also the process of label-add (i.e. feature-add) to the knowledge documents. Next, the knowledge documents described by KCSs are clustered into different clusters, and the cluster feature, we call it as KCS cluster , is generated as well. The cluster feature works as the cluster indexes in the following matching process. So all relevant knowledge documents can be found in the selected cluster during the retrieval process. In fact, KCSs not only represent the semantic features of knowledge documents in this model, and the semantic similarities among KCSs are also the foundation of the document clustering. The process of building the KCS of document and the index of cluster is shown in Figure 4 .
Build the KCS of document. The keyword concepts are obtained by mapping of the Concept extension Set of the concepts from Attribute Ontology (CSAO). It is worth pointing out that the CSAO is actually the practical entity of the semantic space in Overall Scheme of New Design Knowledge Retrieval Model section. Because each keyword is mapped to one concept, each KCS can be represented by a group of concept tuples 't i ¼ ðs i , w i Þ', where s i denotes the semantic extension of concept c i from the attribute ontology, w i denotes the feature weight of concept c i , and i ¼ {1, 2 . . . N}, N is the number of the concepts of the KCS. The weight 'w' for each keyword concept is computed by the 'tf-idf' (term frequency-inverse document frequency) where f xi is the number of the occurrences of concept i in KCS x (document x), n is the number of the concepts in KCS x , df i is the number of KCS which contains the concept i, N d is the total number of KCSs (documents) of the knowledge document set (note that each document corresponds only one KCS). By means of the WordNet, the concepts of the attribute ontology are extended to generate the CSAO. The WordNet provides the semantic relations of words, including hypernym, hyponym, synonymy, antonym, etc. Moreover, the words (including noun, verb, adjective, and adverb) in the WordNet are clustered into synonym sets, respectively. 43 These synonym sets consist of basic conceptualized words in the same category and the semantic relations among these words. Taking the behaviour concept 'concentrate' of the attribute ontology, for example, its semantic extension by the WordNet is shown in Figure 5 .
The WordNet adopted by this paper is the Version 2.1, which contains about 150,000 morphologies and 200,000 semantics. The results of semantic extension of words are presented in the forms of verb and noun. The algorithm of invoking the WordNet 2.1 to generate the CSAO is shown in Figure 6 .
Clustering. Building the index of cluster includes two main steps, the first step is to compute the semantic similarity among the KCSs of documents, and the second step is to cluster the documents and generate KCS cluster .
For any pair of KCSs, KCS x and KCS y , by comparing the concepts comprising KCS x with the those comprising KCS y , the semantic similarity of KCS x about KCS y can be presented by the similarity set p ¼ {l 1 , l 2 , . . . l m } (m means that there are m number of concepts in KCS x that are similar to the concepts in KCS y ). Likewise, by comparing the concepts comprising KCS y with those comprising KCSx, the semantic similarity of KCS y about KCS x can be presented by another similarity set q ¼ {k 1 , k 2 , . . . k n }(n means that there are n number of concepts in KCS y that are similar to the concepts in KCS x ). The individual similarity values (for individual concept comparison pair) in both similarity sets are computed according to the shortest path principle of the WordNet, and the similarity for arbitrary concept pair cx i (from KCS x ) and cy j (from KCS y ) is given by
where cx i represents concept i of KCS x (i can be any number from 1 to N x, and N x is the number of the concepts in KCS x ), cy j represents concept j of KCS y (likewise, j can be any number from 1 to N y , and N y is the number of the concepts in KCS y ), d denotes the number of direction changes in the path, and both C and k are constants. Finally, the semantic similarity between KCS x and KCS y is given by
It is worth pointing out that, as defined by Budanitsky and Hitst, 44 the length of the path length cx i , cy j À Á in equation (2) is not too long and does not change direction too often in WordNet, meanwhile Budanitsky and Hitst 45 also illustrated that the path length between two concepts may not exist, so when the path length 'from concept i to concept j' has a value, the path length 'from concept j to concept i' may do not have a value. Therefore, m and n in equation (3) may not equal, and equation (2) presents the general situation. Meanwhile, as described by Budanitsky and Hitst, 44 for any two concepts with existing path length between them, the similarity value of them (equation (2)) ranges from 0 to 1. Therefore, the value of tsim KCS x , KCS y À Á in equation (3) also ranges from 0 to 1.
The clustering of knowledge documents is based on the principle of hierarchical clustering in George 45 and Bouras and Tsogkas. 46 The algorithm of the clustering is shown in Figure 7 . In this algorithm, the KCS of a knowledge cluster (KCS cluster ) is determined by the combination of the KCSs of all knowledge documents in the cluster, and the same keyword concepts from these KCSs will be merged together (no repeat for the same keyword concepts), so the number of the keyword concepts in the cluster will reduce. The detail of the clustering process and the combination of KCSs in the clustering process will be specified in the Case Study section. As mentioned in previous section, KCS cluster will function as the cluster's index during the knowledge matching process. Because KCSs cluster derive from the concepts of the attribute ontology with clear granularity hierarchy, the knowledge documents inside the clusters are also characterized with the corresponding granularity (abstract) levels.
New method for knowledge matching
The knowledge-based ontology is the standardized description of all aspects in the conceptual design stage. Any design problem in the conceptual design stage can also be described/abstracted by the ontology. Therefore, through the correlation of the concepts in the ontology, the mapping/matching between knowledge and design problems can be set up.
Semantic analysis on design problem
Before semantically analysing on a design problem, it is necessary to do the text pre-processing on this design problem. This pre-processing includes keyword extracting, keyword extending, word frequency statistics, and stop word removing. Based on the text description of the design problem, the keywords thereof are extracted, and the total number of the keywords is M. Next, similar to the generation of KCSs of knowledge documents in Build the Keyword Concept Set of Document section, the semantic extension concepts of these keywords are acquired by the mapping of the CSAO, and these concepts include the required TRIZ principle, the domain that this problem belongs to, the required function, the input/output of the behaviour-flow that realizes the related function, and the involved effect. We define the keywords and their semantic extension as the keyword retrieval set (KRS) of the design problem. Each KRS consists of a group of keyword tuples t j ¼ (s j , w j ), where s j represents keyword j and its semantic extension, j ¼ {1,2. . . M}, and M equals the number of the keywords of the design problem, and w j represents the feature weight of keyword, given by
where f j is the number of the occurrences of keyword j in the keyword set of the design problem. After the unnecessary words are removed, finally the keywords and keywords' semantic extension of the design problem are generated. Because the KRS of the design problem is generated by the mapping of the CSAO where the ontology has very clear granularity hierarchy, the KRS also has the corresponding granularity (abstract) levels.
Knowledge matching based on the similarity between KRS and KCS Select cluster based on the similarity between KRS and KCS cluster . As specified in the previous sections, we have applied KRS and KCS to describe the design problem and the design knowledge (the combined KCS for a cluster, as described in Clustering section), respectively. As shown in Figure 8 , the semantic extension structures of KRS and KCS cluster can be represented by the star-like elements that originate from the concepts of the attribute ontology. Note that the star-like elements (t element) are exact same as the structure shown in the right-hand part of similarity between a KRS and a KCS cluster is described as follows.
By comparing the concepts comprising the KRS with those comprising the KCS cluster , the similarity of the KRS about the KCS cluster can be presented by the similarity set p ¼ {l 1 , l 2 , . . . l m } (m means there are m number of concepts in the KRS similar to the concepts in the KCS cluster ). The individual similarity value in the similarity set can be computed by the shortest path principle of the WordNet, and the similarity of arbitrary concept pair c krs_i and c kcs_j is given as
The definitions of the most of the items in equation (5) are same as those in equation (2), except that the subscript i can be any value from 1 to M (M is the number of the concepts in the KRS) and the subscript j can be any value from 1 to N (N is the number of the concepts in the KCS cluster ). Likewise, comparing the concepts comprising the KCS cluster with those comprising the KRS, the similarity of the KCS cluster about the KRS can be represented by another similarity set q ¼ {k 1 , k 2 , . . . k n } (n means that there are n number of concepts in the KCS cluster that are similar to the concepts in the KRS), likewise the individual similarity value in the similarity set q can be computed by equation (5) .
Considering the weight 'w kcs ' of the KCS cluster (calculated by equation (3)) and the feature weights 'w krs ' of the KRS (calculated by equation (4)), the similarity between the KRS and the KCS cluster is defined as
It can be seen that the value of tsim(KRS, KCS cluster ) ranges from 0 to 1. When the similarity is close to 1, it means there is high similarity between the KRS and the KCS cluster .
As mentioned above, during the matching process, a group of clusters are regarded as the candidate clusters, so the similarity between each KCS cluster and KRS is calculated by equation (6) one by one, and the cluster that has the highest similarity value is selected. The selected cluster includes a series of knowledge documents which have high relevant with the design problem. It is worth pointing out that, as mentioned in the Clustering section, the quantity of the keywords concepts in a KCS cluster is normally less than the overall quantity of the keyword concepts in the constituent KCSs (documents), so the computing cost of knowledge matching reduces to some extent. More documents in the whole database means more computing time saving. Therefore, the new retrieval model should show stronger advantage for a huge number of knowledge documents.
Ranking the documents according to granularity level. The knowledge documents in the selected cluster are not organized in the order of granularity levels at this moment. In order to find the documents with the suitable granularity level, the granularity properties of the concepts in the KCSs of these documents should be considered. Therefore, the following step of matching is to find the document with the expected granularity level. According to Zhang et al., 47 if the shortest path distance in the WordNet between the concepts in a KCS and a KRS is smaller, and the KCS (their component concepts) has the closer abstraction degree (granularity level) with the KRS. Note that the concepts in the KRS have different granularity levels, and we can re-organize the concepts of the KRS in the order of granularity levels. Therefore, if the weights on granularity levels are considered for the concepts of the KRS in the similarity calculation, the order the KCSs (documents) about the granularity levels can be found from the similarity ranking. Consequently, equation (6) can be re-written as
where the 'w kcs ' is again calculated by equation (1), but note that the number N of the KCSs has reduced to the number of the documents in the selected cluster. W krs i is the weights of the granularity of keyword concept i. W krs is only decided by granularity level, so the concepts with same granularity level have the same weight values. As a result, the P m i¼1 W krs i w krs i l i in equation (7) can be further rewritten as
where W krs 1 is the weight assigned for the granularity level 1, W krs k is the weight for the granularity level k, and there are k þ 1 granularity levels for the KRS (k 5 0). From level 1 to level k þ 1, the granularity level becomes finer and finer. The subscript number of the keyword concepts in level 1 is from 1 to m 1 . The subscript number of the keyword concepts in level 2 is from m 1 þ 1 to m 2 . The subscript numbers of the keyword concepts in remaining levels are defined in the same manner (note that the concepts in the KRS have previously been re-organized according to the order of their granularity levels). Based on equations (5), (7) , and (8), the similarity value between each KCS and the KRS can be calculated, and the KCS that has higher similarity with the KRS should be in a relative coarse granularity level (note that we put higher weight for the coarser granularity level in equation (7)). Consequently, the corresponding documents can be ranked according to their granularity levels (from coarse to fine), and the model will show the designers which document is the most relevant one. It is worth pointing out that the remaining documents (except the most relevant document) in selected clusters can also be easily viewed and accessed by the designers in this model. All these remaining documents are actually relevant to the design problems, and the designers can choose to synthesize some of them with the most relevant documents (dependent on the different requirements of the design problems), finally generating more comprehensive design scheme. This is another advantage to cluster the knowledge documents before the matching process.
Case study and the design of whole knowledge retrieval system Case study
In this section, we will simply implement the whole model proposed in the previous sections and employ some real design problems to demonstrate the advantages of the new model. In order to compare some classic knowledge retrieval models, we selected 100 knowledge documents from CAIP system (Jianwei et al. 19 ) as the retrieval source, and these documents also have keyword labels, co-reference labels, and functional labels. Based on the attribute ontology that was built by Prote´ge´(as shown in Figure 9 ), different keyword concepts were assigned to the documents such that these keyword concepts could represent all five perspectives in the attribute ontology. The WordNet was invoked by the text corpus of Python to semantically extend the keyword concepts of the documents according to the algorithm shown in Figure 6 . At this moment, we manually realized the mapping of the CSAO in this case study, but in the future, this process can be implemented by some automatic semantic processing techniques. 48, 49 Meanwhile the 'tf-idf' equation (1) was used to calculate the weights of these keyword concepts. Subsequently, the KCSs of the documents were obtained, in the form of KCS x (concept xi , w xi ), (x is the document number and equals to 1, 2. . . 100, i is the keyword concept number, and the maximal value of this number varies for different documents).
Next, based on equations (2) and (3), the WordNet was invoked again by Python to calculate the length of the shortest path of each keyword concept pair length cx i , cy j À Á and also the similarity values among the KCSs. Take the similarity between KCS 1 (concept 11 , concept 12 , . . . concept 1i ) and KCS 3 (concept 31 , concept 32 , . . . concept 3j ), for example, the concept 11 is the synonym of 'motor', and the concept 31 is the synonym of 'valve', Figure 10 is the snapshot of the similarity calculation of this two concepts through the WordNet (the length of the path) in Python, and the calculated similarity value is csim(concept 11 , concept 31 ) ¼ 0.128. After the similarity values between all concepts from KCS 1 and KCS 3 were computed, the similarity between KCS 1 and KCS 3 was calculated as tsim(KCS 1 , KCS 3 ) ¼ 0.201. Repeating the similarity calculations on other KCSs, the similarity values among the 100 KCSs were finally obtained, and the results (matrix) are shown in Table 1 .
Based on the similarity results (matrix) among the KCSs, the clustering of the 100 documents was carried out in MATLAB according to the algorithm shown in Figure 7 , and the process is specified as follow.
1. Step1: Initially classified the 100 documents into 100 clusters; meanwhile assigned the KCS of individual document to the corresponding cluster, so the similarity values among these initialized clusters are same as those in Table 1 .
2.
Step 2: According to the similarity matrix shown in Table 1 (note that this matrix is a symmetric matrix), found out two clusters that have the highest similarity values and combined them into a new cluster.
Step 3: Combined the keyword concepts of the
KCSs of the two clusters mentioned in step 2, and re-calculated the weight of each keyword concept, consequently generated the KCS of the new cluster, meanwhile updated the similarity matrix. Take the combination of Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 for an example to illustrate this step, the keyword concepts of the new combined cluster include 'concept 1,1 , concept 1,2 , . . . concept 1,iÀn and concept 2,1 , concept 2,2 , . . . concept 2,jÀn ' (i and j are the total numbers of keyword concepts in Cluster 1 and 2, respectively; n is the number of common keyword concepts between Cluster 1 and 2 The KCSs of the clusters were generated in the form of KCS cluster (concept cluster , w), and the classified keyword concepts of the clusters (snapshot) are shown in Table 2 . Not that these clusters' KCSs will function as the index of cluster in the following knowledge matching process. Following the KCS extraction and clustering on the knowledge documents, we carried out the knowledge matching for a specific design problem. The example design problem is 'improvement design of a sensor faucet, with energy generation and storage'. According to the attribute ontology (shown in Figure 9 ), the keywords of the design problem were manually generated, including 'Generator, Accumulator, Power-storage, Feedback, Electromagnetic'. But similar to the situation above, the automatic mapping of the CSAO can be implemented by some automatic semantic processing techniques in the future. The WordNet was invoked by the text corpus of Python to semantically extend these keywords, and the weights of the keywords were calculated by equation (4) . Consequently, we obtained the KRS of the design problem. Based on equations (5) and (6) , the similarity values between the KCSs (clusters) and the KRS were computed, and the results are shown in Table 3 . According to the ranking of the similarity values (from the highest to the lowest), we further carried out similarity analysis on Cluster 2, and it was found that the knowledge thereof involves multiple perspectives (effect, inventive principle, function, domain, etc.) and also has strong relevance with the design problem, therefore Cluster 2 was selected as the most relevant cluster. Meanwhile, the recall rate of the searching (matching) was computed in MATLAB as Recall ¼ 0.57, and the precision rate is Precision ¼ 0.65.
In order to rank the documents in the selected Cluster 2 according to the granularity levels, it is necessary to re-study the keywords and their weights of the KRS of the design problem. Totally, there are five keyword concept tuples in KRS, '(concept 1, w krs_1 ), (concept 2, w krs_2 ), (concept 3, w krs_3 ), (concept 4, w krs_4 ), (concept 5, w krs_5 )'. It was found that these keywords in KRS are belong to two granularity levels, 'concept 1 (Generator)' and 'concept 2 (Accumulator)' are in a same fine granularity level, and 'concept 3 (Powerstorage)', 'concept 4 (Feedback)', and 'concept 5 (Electromagnetic)' are in a same coarse granularity level. Therefore, we introduced a higher granularity weight to concept 1&2 and a lower granularity weight to concept 3, 4, & 5. After manually adjusting granularity weights several times (similar to the trial and error principle), the new similarity values between KRS and KCSs (the KCSs of the documents in Cluster 2) were calculated by equations (7) and (8), and we finally ranked the documents in Cluster 2 according to the similarity values. The calculation and ranking results for each weighting adjustment are shown in Table 4 . Note that there are total 20 documents in Cluster 2, but we still kept the document number as the original document number in 100-document set.
The further analysed results on the ranking of the documents in Cluster 2 are shown in Figure 11 . It was found that, with the No. 4 weight adjustment, Document 7 is the document with the highest similarity value and the keyword concepts in Document 7 have the finest granularity level, more importantly, the ranking order of all 20 documents in Cluster 2 were perfectly in line with the order from the finest granularity level to the coarsest granularity level. Therefore, we reckoned that this weight adjusting has reached the final ranking target. Document 7 was selected as the most relevant document. The knowledge description of Document 7 is 'an instance of using existing components/conditions to generate electricity and store power: a type of energy-recovering equipment'. The design problem is not very complicated, and it is a practical/improvement-oriented issue. Compared to other documents in Cluster 2, the detail knowledge in Document 7 belongs to the fine granularity level and can provide more insights for a practical design. The knowledge in other course granularity levels, such as the principle knowledge and domain knowledge cannot support the solving of the example problem efficiently. However, as mentioned above, other remaining documents in Cluster 2 are relevant to this design problem, so the designer can directly view these documents in this model and also easily refer to ideas of the documents during the problem-solving process. Based on the knowledge described in Document 7, the design procedures for a new sensor faucet with energy generation and storage are shown in Figure 12 . The sensor of the old faucet is powered by normal batteries, and this causes the issue of inconvenience (frequent change of dry battery/cell) and pollution. Therefore, based on these resource constraints, the improvable elements are from two aspects, including electricity generation and power storage. The referential elements (as shown in Figure 12 ) from Document 7 can be briefly summarized as 'integrating the electric motor and accumulator to transfer the gravitational potential energy, which is from normal operation, into electricity power, and also store the power'. Based on the inspiration from the referential elements, the improvement design scheme was generated: adding a hydraulic generator into the control system of the faucet, and replacing the dry cell by a storage battery, so the energy from the running water (when the faucet operates) can drive the hydraulic generator to generate electricity power, meanwhile the power is stored in the storage battery to power the sensor for a long time.
Furthermore, in order to evaluate the advantage of the new model, we introduced 10 design problems and repeated the knowledge retrieval process above. On the other hand, three existing knowledge retrieval methods, as mentioned in Introduction section, were applied to these 10 design problems as well. These existing methods include the keyword-based method, the co-reference-based method, and the Function ontology-based method. The calculated recall-precision curves of three classic methods were considered as the references of that from new model. The comparison of the final results is shown in Figure 13 . It can be found that the results from the classic method, i.e. keyword-based method, is the worst in the comparison, and the co-reference-based method (TRIZ & Function based) shows better performance and higher accuracy than the Function ontology-based method in some retrieval conditions, but not always. More importantly, in the comparison with other three existing methods, the new designed method achieved the best performance in all conditions.
Design of whole knowledge retrieval system
Some of the procedures in the above case study were manually implemented according to the algorithms designed in the sections Overall Scheme of New Design Knowledge Retrieval Model, Two Critical Elements in the Design Knowledge Retrieval Model, and New Method for Knowledge Matching. For instance, 100 knowledge documents were manually inputted from the knowledge database, and the keywords concepts of the knowledge documents and the design problems were manually mapped from the attribute ontology. There is a great potential to implement these procedures by some advanced big-data storage/processing techniques, automated techniques, and artificial intelligent techniques in the future. Therefore, after considering the integration of the new model with the systems developed in our former works, 19, 32, 50 in this section we designed the comprehensive knowledge retrieval system (as shown in Figure 14 ), which will become the guide of our future work.
This whole knowledge retrieval system includes three modules, i.e. semantic module, knowledge matching module, and knowledge importing module.
Semantic model mainly involves using Prote´ge´to build an attribute ontology (as shown in Figure 9 ) and mapping the keywords of both knowledge document and design problem to the concepts in attribute ontology (namely CSAO). As mentioned in Case Study section, in the future the mapping of the CSAO can be implemented by some automatic semantic processing techniques, 48, 49 and attribute ontology and the all mapped keyword concepts can be permenantly stored by SQL. As mentioned in Attribute Ontology section, the storage format of the ontology is OWL.
Knowledge matching module involves the generation of the KRS of design problems, the similarity calculation between KRS and KCSs cluster , the selection of most relevant cluster, and the ranking of the documents in the selected cluster according to the granularity level. As described in Case Study section, the semantical extension of design problem's keywords was carried out by the WordNet and Python, the weight calculation of the keywords, the similarity calculation, and the ranking of the documents were coded in MATLAB as well. Likewise, in the future, the automatic mapping of the CSAO about the semantically extending of design problems' keywords can also be implemented by some automatic semantic processing techniques, and the weight adjustment about granularity levels in the document ranking process can be implemented by some artificial intelligent techniques, such as Neural Networks.
Knowledge importing module is actually a comprehensive knowledge database, which is the foundation of the KCS' generation and clustering. This knowledge includes local knowledge, patent knowledge, and the knowledge from general scientific/technical websites. The local knowledge was manually imported from books, articles, technical documents, etc. The Web Spider (Web Crawler) was used to crawl into patent websites and general websites to scrape relevant knowledge. Our group has already made some research on the web crawler and artificial patent knowledge checking. 51 Figure 15 is the snapshot of the Web Spider developed for a patent website, and Figure 16 shows the interface for the artificial patent knowledge checking. As mentioned in Overall Scheme of New Design Knowledge Retrieval Model section, the knowledge importing module can be considered as a hidden input of the whole retrieval system/model, and the real input of the system is actually the problem descriptions inputted by the designers (in the matching module).
Finally, all these knowledge documents were edited and stored in standard forms, meanwhile the Java Server Page/Servlet will be used to post-process and browse the knowledge document in the future. Figure 17 shows a document presented in the form of template and sample. All knowledge was saved into the database by SQL, and currently there are 4750 knowledge documents, but we are trying to create much more documents in the future.
Conclusion
Since the solving process of the design problems in the conceptual design stage involves multiple-perspective knowledge, and these different perspectives can also be further extended into concepts with different abstract levels. Therefore, we built a new multiperspective and multi-granularity model in this paper to efficiently retrieve the knowledge such as the selected knowledge document has the highest relevance and suitable granularity about the design problems. The critical point of the model is the knowledgebased ontology, and the ontology includes two aspects, one is conceptualization, and the other is the correlation among the concepts. The conceptualization also consists of two aspects, abstract description (attributes and concepts) and abstract level (granularity). In this model, the keyword concepts of any knowledge document can be mapped from the concepts of the ontology. Moreover, based on the correlation of the concepts in the ontology, the documents are classified into different clusters, so the combined keyword concepts of the clusters become the index of knowledge matching process. After the best cluster is selected in the knowledge matching process, the model can arrange the order of the documents in the selected cluster according to their granularity levels. Finally, the model provides the designer the best knowledge document. In the last section, the case study demonstrated that the knowledge document retrieved by the model could provide the best idea for designers in the design problem solving. Moreover, through the comparison of the retrieval results, it verified that that new model had better performance than other existing retrieval methods. Additionally, we also designed the overall knowledge retrieval system, which can be the guide of the future works.
